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The updated version includes the rescaling of the skills use indices and the recalculation of the derived earning variables. Additionally some variable labels got some minor corrections. The following variables were revised in version 2.2.0:

- D_Q18a_T
- NFE12JR
- NFE12NJR
- FNFE12JR
- FNFAET12JR
- FNFAET12NJR
- PAIDWORK5
- EARNHR
- EARNHRDCL
- EARNHRPPP
- EARNHRBONUS
- EARNHRBONUSDCL
- EARNHRBONUSPPP
- EARNMTH
- EARNMTHPPP
- EARNMTHSELFPPP
- EARNMTHBONUS
- EARNMTHALL
- EARNMTHALLDCL
- EARNMTHALLPPP
- EARNMTHBONUSPPP
- EARNFLAG
- LEARNATWORK
- LEARNATWORK_WLE_CA

- READYTOLEARN
- READYTOLEARN_WLE_CA
- ICTHOME
- ICTHOME_WLE_CA
- ICTWORK
- ICTWORK_WLE_CA
- INFLUENCE
- INFLUENCE_WLE_CA
- NUMHOME
- NUMHOME_WLE_CA
- NUMWORK
- NUMWORK_WLE_CA
- PLANNING
- PLANNING_WLE_CA
- READHOME
- READHOME_WLE_CA
- READWORK
- READWORK_WLE_CA
- TASKDISC
- TASKDISC_WLE_CA
- WRITHOME
- WRITHOME_WLE_CA
- WRITWORK
- WRITWORK_WL